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Chapter 1; Capital market models for portfolio selection

~ l.l. Introduction

Starting with the traditional Markowitz portfolio analysis, we then introduce

the capital market theory and show its importance for the portfolio theory.

Therefore we shall review the development of the modern capital market theory

and sor.le empirical evidence bearing on this theory.

We shall see that the return on the so called "market portfolio" plays an im-

portant role in two of those models and that information about this factor is

of importance in some portfolio models.

In the next chapters we shall then test if essential information can be ~;ained

about the future behavior of the return of this market portfolio.
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5 l.~?. `1'he portfo.lio problem

We say that we have a portfolio problem if:
a. A finite number of ínvestment opportunities is available.
b. The available capital can be divided up in any way among the investments.
c. Al1 investruents mt.~st be hold for a certain period of time at the end of which

they must be sold or might be sold becalzse the transaction cost of sale is
negligible.

d. The return per dollar on the i'th investment does not depend on the amount
invested in the i'th or any other investment.

e. The preference depends only on the return on capital over the period of time
in question.
For investments irl securities, return consists of capital payments plus ap-
preciation in price. Let Q be the number of investments available and let
r. be the return per dollar of the i'th investment, i- 1,...,Q. Since r. is~ ~
not assumed known a priori, it is a stochastic variable.
The decision maker must choose the fraction of the available capital to be
invested in each investment. Thus an act leads to a portfolio that can be
viewed as a vector X' -(x~,...,xQ), where xi is the fraction invested in
the i'th investment.
We have

Q
xi ? 0, E xi - l.

i-1

The portfolio has a return per dollar invested of

(1.2.1) p - X'R, where R' - ( r~,...,rQ).

The optimal act maximizes E{u(p)} -~{u(X'R)}, where u(.) is the decision ma.-
kers utility function for return.
It is natural to consider the mean and variance of the return E of the po~~;,-
folio. They are
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(1.2.2)
up - ~ (p) - X'E

ap - Var(p) - X'E X,

where E' - (U~,...,un), ui -~(~), i~ p, and ~ is the covariance matrix of
investment returns.
Wit,hout some assuznption, such as joint normality of the returns ri, we cannot
a,ssert that the mean and variance of the portfolio return p completely charac-
terise its probability distribution.
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5 1.3. 'Phe Markowitz rne~an-variance aphroach

Accepting the expected utility maximum as the objective f'unction, Markowitz

[26, 27] and Tobin [36, 37l have shown that diversification is a logical conse-

quence for risk-averters. In particular the expected utility maximizing port-

folio will be Markowitz efficient~) if

(1) the decision makers expected utility is equal to:

~ (u(P) ) - V~(up~ op) ~

where ~y(up,ap) is a preference function which is defined in terms of expec-

tation and standard deviation of p,.

(2) the statistical distributions of the returns of all possible portfolios be-

long to the same class of two-parameter distributions (see e.g. Samuelson

[30] and ~eldstein[~3] or where the utility function to be maximized is
quadratic ( see e.g. Tobin [ 36] );

(3) the investor's preference function ~(up,Qp) satisfies the conditions

dw~(u ,Q ) aW(u ,Q )
c~ ~~ 0 and a6 p ~ 0(corresponds with a risk-averter, see e.g.~

P P

van Lieshout ( 22] ) .

Chipman [5] has shown that it is necessary to impose certain conditions on the

utility function to ensure that the expected utility exists. i~e has specified

these conditions for certain probability distributions.

Although there may be distributions other then the normal2) which satisfy thc

first part of requirement(2), it is unreasonable to assume that investor's re-

1) A portfolio X~ is Markowitz efficient if:
a, of all possible portfolios with the same or greater expected return than

portfolio X~, this portfolio has smallest variance; and at the same time;

b. of all possible portfolios with the same or smaller variance of return
than portfolio X~, this portfolio has greatest expected return.

2) e.g. the two-parameter Cauchy-distribution.
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turn distrii~utions are neccessarily of such a form.Markowitz and `Pobin realized

that their results are crude approximations, but they also realized that approxi-

mate and computable results are better than none.

Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of the Markowitz approach in the mean-
standard deviation plane.

The shaded area in Figure 1 represents all possible combinations of portfol-io

risk and return from investments in risk-bearing securities. The portfolios on

the boundary a b c d represent the set of Markowitz efficient portfolios, since

they all represent possible investments yielding maximum expected returns for

given risk and minimum risk for given expected returns.

a~V(u ~a ) a~V(u ,Q )
As for a risk averse person p p? 0 and ~p ~ 0 hold, the preferenceau aQ

p P
increases toward the east and south in Figure 1.
To explain the pattern of ~y(up,op) - c in the up-Qp space we can proceed as fol-

lows. Assume that the expected utility is linear in expected portfolio return

and portfolio variance:

~(u(P)) - V~(up~Qp) - up - ~ oP~

where a is a parameter for risk orientation.3) In the4jp-op space in Figure 1
Qp- f~up) is a parabola for constant expected utility . Inspection of Figure 1

shows that in the up-Qp space, the constant utility parabolas becorne relatively

close together at higher values of up.

3) It can be shown (e.g. Chipman [5],Schneeweiss [31]) that in the case of a
family of normal distributions for the portfolio returns ~, and with expec-
ted utility function
~(u(p)) -~(up,Qp) - up - 1~2 a oP, a~ 0, The utility function u(p) is up

~
to a monotonic non decreasin~ transformation of the form: u(p)- -e- p. The
coefficient a is called the risk aversion coefficient by Farrar [11].

1~) More generally rama and Miller [10]have shown the following.
Given positive but diminishing marginal utility of wealth and a multivariate
normal distribution of returns to the available assets, ~ is a concaye func-
tion in the (u ,Q ) planë, Feldstein [13]has presented an example for a two-

l~ P
parameter distribu~ion (lognormal distribution) and a utility functicn which
has the above properties, for which ~ is not everywhere concave in the (up,Qp)
plane.



The shaded area in Fibure 1 represents the opportunity set in the absence of a
riskless asset, and the boundary abcd represents the set of Markowitz efficient
portfolios.
An investor, who is a risk-averter and who has the preference functions as in-
dicated in Figure 1 and only invests in risky assets, will maximize his expec-
ted future utility with an investment in portfolio b, yielding u and a with

pb pb
expected utility ,~ (U ,o ).

~ pb pb
Assume now the existence of a risk-free asset f, yielding a certaiii

future return rf.
Let's assume that the investor invests a fraction a in the portfolio p and thec
rest, (1-a), in the risk-free asset. The ex~,ected return and variance oi' the
combined portfolio are u- a U t(1-a)r , 72 - a2 02 .

P Pc f P Pc
So now all portfolios lying below point c along s,bcci in Figure 1 are inefficient,
since any point on the line

Up - rf
(1.3.3) up - rf f co op, crp ~ Qp ,

p cc

represents a feasible solution.
The investor will now distribute his funds between portfolio c and the risk-fr~e
asset f, such that his combined portfolio yields him ma.ximum expected utility

V~ (u ~Q ) ~ V~ (u ~Q ) .
1 pb pb 2 pc pc



Fig. 1. The maximization of utility, with and without the existence of a risk-
free asset.

Tu find Markowitz efficient portfolios the following data are required:

a. the expected security returns, u i, i- 1,...,Q;

b. the variances of the security returns, Q2 , i- 1,...,~,;r.i

c. the covariances of the security returns ~ and rj, ai~j:- cov(ri,rj),

i,j - 1,...,R,.

From the definition in footnote 1 a pair (up,ap) is called Markowitz eificient

if oP is the minimum vaxiance, given up, and up is the maxirnum expected return,

given aP. We would like to determine all the efficient pairs (1.ip,Qp) and the



curre~spondin~ X which yield them. It can be shown that the following compiii~~~io-
nal tec}lriique can be used to obtain them.
Under the assumption that U- X'E and cra - X'EX are known as function of the

P P
portfolio X, X- X~ is then and only then a i.4arkowitz-efficient portfolio, when
there is a a~ 0, such that X- X~ is the solution mf max {aX'E - X'EX},XF x
with the restriction that the feasible re~;ion x is a convex set, so that th~~
Kuhn-Tucker theor.y is applicable.
However, to reach a solution it is devised tnat the conditions on the variables
are línear. i~Iostly the conditions which are supposed are

~
1. E x. - 1ii-1

2. xi ~ 0, for all i.

For an elegant proof of the above, where E is assumed to be positive semidef'i-
nite, see for example lenuna 2.1 in the Ph.D. Thesis of van Lieshout [22].
The algorithrn which Hadley [15] suggests to find the efficient portfolios is not
correct, because it also delivers inefficient portfolios.
To solve the above quadratic programming problems, the security analyst must pro-
vide estimates of k expected returns, Q variances and ~(2-~~ covariances of re-
turn (beside historical information probably also using subjective informationl.
When partly risk-free portfolios are also possible, rf is assumed to be known. So
wheri Q is large, many parameters have to be estimated and finding efficient port-
folios is also time consurning. To solve this problem the so-called market or sir~g-
le index model is introduced. To better understand the background of this typF~ of
portfolio models, we first review and comment on some descriptive models for the
capital market.
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1. 1i . ~',Lt~ i I.:a.l .rss~~L F,r i ~~ i iig tuod~-~ls

l.~i.l. The one-fact~~r capital asset pricing model

The general equilibrium models of asset prices derived by Si~arpe [3~], Lintner

[ 23,2~] , Mossin ( 291 , and Fama [ 9] are an investigation of the irnplications oi

the Markowitz model for the equilibrium structure of asset prices. In short,

market equilibrium sirnply requires a set of asset prices such that supply equals

demand for every asset. The above authors all consider the relationship in equi-

librium between a measure of asset risk and its one-period expected return. In

equilibrium, cápital asset prices have adjusted so that the investor, if he fol-

lows rational procedures (primarily diversification), is able to attain any de-

sired point along e eapital market line, which relates the expected return and

the standard deviation of a portfolio. He may obtain a higher expected rate of

rFt,urn orl hi.s ho]dings only by taking addi.ti~nal risk.

l1cr~~r~l iiig t.c~ ~~iizirl,r thr marlct-t, 1'or ccrpil.rrl ;s::s~~ts is ~rut ~,t' ~~~{iai l i hri irm uiil,~:~,:~~

th~~ pc~rtfblíu c i ii l~ í~;ure 1 is thr~ "i~iarkc:~t portfol iu" , th~rt i:.; , a puri,t'u I iu

which consists of all assets in the rnarket, each entering the portfolio with

weight equal to the ratio of its total market value to the total market value

of all assets.

If the market were out of equili~rium, ttre prices of assets in portfolio c would

be bid up and the prices of assets not irl c would fall.

The above authors all involve either explicitly or implicitly the following as-

sumptions:
1. All investors maxirnize the single period expected utility of terminal wealth

and choose among alternative portfolios on the basis of raean and variance of

return.
2. All investors can borrow or lend an unlimited amount at a given risk-frte

rate of interest.
3, All investors have identieal estimates of the means, variances and covarian-

ces of the returns of all assets.

4. There are no transaction costs, securities axe completely divisible and info:-

mation is costless available for everyone.
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.'I'li~~ L~ix r'ri.L~~ i:; ~~~~ii:;Lriiil. 1'cir' rll I liiV~':.l.c)r;; iii Lh~ ur~rl:~ l..

f~. I~,vF~ryone in tht' ma.rlcet has the sa.mt~ opportunities to invest,, althougkr th~~

amounts to be invested may differ from person to person.

The assumptions underlying the model seem to be restrictive; however,
the model is useful to understand some forces which affect asset prices. At best.
this world is an idealization of the actual case, but it may serve as a useful
aj,proximation of reality and will permit us to focus later on the implications
of departures from the ideal case.
We shall now briefly present the reasoning behind the results of the equilibrium
models.
Portfolios alcng rI c g are formed according to

~ - x r1, t ~ ~-x)pc ,

Thus when it is possible both to borrow and lend at thc rate rf, the only diffe-
rence between any two efficient portfolios is in the proportion x invested in
the riskless asset f. More risky efficient portfolios - those above c on the ef-
ficient set line in Figure 1- involve borrowing (x ~ 0) and investing all avai-
lable funds, including borrowings, in the risky combination c. Less risky port-
folios - those along the line segment rf c- involve lending (1 ~ x~ 0) some
funds at rf and investing remaining funds in c.
The particular portfolio that an investor chooses depends on his attitudes to-
ward risk and expected return, but efficient portfolios for all investors are
just combinations of f and c.
IJnder the assumption that all investors in the market have the same expectations
regarding the risk and expected return from portfolios and that they can freely
borrow and lend at a rate rf, the portfolio c is the aame for all investors.
E~reryone will r.isk to hold c in some combination, since everyone agrees that. c
is best, expect those highly risk-averse persons who will only invest in the
riskless asset.
If everyone wants to ïiol.d the same portfolio c, in order for the market to be
in equilibrium,that portfolio must contain all the securities in the market,
because all securities must be held by someorre. If some securities were not in
c, then their prices would fall, thereby inereasing their expected return, until
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they became desirable and were included in c. Since in equilibrium all securi-
ties in the market are in c, the weight of each security must be equal to the
ratio of its total market value to the total market value of all assets. If
the market is to be in equilibrium so that no one wishes to change his holdings
of any security, c must be the market portfolio m.
In other words, in equilibrium the only risky asset held by investors is a port-
folio m which contains all the risky securities in the market in a proportion
as given above.
In addition, in the equilibrium situation the risk-free rate of interest rf
must be such that net borrowings are 0; that is, at the rate rf the total quan-
tity of funds that people want to borrow is equal to the quantity that others
want to lend.
The line passing through rf and m as shown in Figure 2, will be called the capital

market line (CI~) and can be expressed as (see equation (1.3.3))

(1.4.1.1) Ur - rf t a ar ,
i i

or

r
(1.4.1.2) Ur - ~ ur - ~f

i i

where ~ is slope of the CNII~ in Figure 2. o
U ),~ - r in equilibrium.Since the CML passes through the point (u , 1 pm

pm Pm upm f
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rf

Figure 2 : Capitalmarket line.

The CML provids the equilibrium relationship for efficient combinations, but

does not say anything about the expected returns on inefficient portfolios or

individual securities.
The equilibrium conditions for inefficient portfolios are essentially a logical

extension of the preceding ideas about the capital market line. A formal deri-

vation will be given now.
The capital market line is as we have seen tangent at the point m to the fron-

tier ( a m a') of risky efficient portfolios as shown in Figure 3. Let us start

by putting a fraction xi of funds into an arbitrary asset i and the rest (1-xij

into the market portfolio m. The expected return and variance of return of the

portfolios along (b m b') can be expressed as

(1.4.1.3) up - xi ur t(1-xi) Up
i m
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'~ ,' 2 2
( I.~i. 1.~i ) c~ - x~. cr t( 1-x. ) c~ t:'x. ( 1-x. ) ~ ,

p i r. i p i 1 r.,P1 m i m

where Q - cov(r.,~).r.,p ~i m

Figure 3: Security market line.

In 'r'igure 3 we illustrate the typical relationship between a single capital as-

set (point b') and an efficient combination of assets (point m) of whicPr it is

a part. The curve (b' m b) indicates all Up,Qp values which can be obtai.ned witt,

feasible combinations of asset b' and the eí'ficient portfolio m. The frontier

(b m b') is drawn so that it is tan~ent to the efficient frontier (a m a') at,

point m. The two curves touch at m, because we look to that inefficient portfolic~~,
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wlii~~h .~.r~, f~~ui~d l~y a1 I'~~ri.:~,i lile cotnbinai.ioti ~~1' :i. :;i n,;l~~ rti.I~i Lr~.l ri:,:,~~L iln~l Lh~~ rl'-

ficient port,folio m. tIo~,rever, the line (b m b' ) can not },ass through (~i m u' )

because this would mean that ( a m a') is not efficient. Now the capital market

line is tangent to (a m a') and (b m b') at m.

Therefore, the slope of the capital market line must equal the slope of (b m b')

at m.
1

So, we have to determine the slope of (b m b') at m and set it equal to ~.

The slope of (b m b') is the derivative of Qp with respect to up,
d6
-~
du P
As

da ao dx.
( 1 . 4 . 1 . 5 ) ---P - -~ ~

dup axi dup

we get from the equations (1.4.1.3) and (1.4.1.4)

(1.4.1.6)

dxi 1
dup - ur - up

i m

We want te know the slope at m. At m, o- o and xi - 0; therefore
P Pm

2
ao ari'pm - apm(1.4.1.7) --L -axi x1-0 ópm

x.(62
ao i r.

t a2 - 2Q ) t a - 02
P r. ~P r. ~P Pm i m i m m

We now substitute the results of (1.4.1.6) and (1.4.1.7) into (1.4.1.5) to get

the slope of (b m b') at m:
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l5 - li
~1o r~. ~P P~~ i m :n

( l.~i. l.t~) dup m- Qp ur -up
.

rn i m

Now the slope of the capital market line, ~, must be equal to the slope of'

(b m b') at m, that is

Q - Q
ri'pm pm 1(1.4.1.9) Q u -u ) - a 'p r. p

m i m

and solving equation (1.4.1.y) for ur we get
i

2
Q - a

ri'I'm Pm
u - u -~ a -r. p opi m m

From (1.4.1.1) we also know that

u - r t a o ,
f

Pm Pz i

and therefore,

- rfo p (up
(1.4.1.10) ur - rf t~ r6~ m- rf f In2 or ~1 pm Qp 1 ~Pm

m

which will be called the securit~ market line.

Equation (1.~t.1.10) can also be written as

u - r t a p o
r. f r. ,p r.
i i m i

wher e

p - the correlation between the return on security i and the returri or~
ri ~Pm

the n~a.rket portfolio.
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The relation in (1.4.1.10) shows that in equilibrium the expected rate of returr,
on risky assets is a function of the risk-free rate of interest plus a premium
for risk wYrere the risk is measured by the covariance of the asset's return witli
the market return.
As efficient portfolio combinations are perfectly correlated with the market,
p - 1, (1.4.1.11) reduces to the capital market line in equation (1.4.1.1).
ri~Pm
In the literature equation ( 1.4.1.10) is often written as

( 1.4. 1. 12) ur - rf t Ri {u - rf}
i pm

where

is called the s,ystematic risk or the beta coefficient of the i-th asset, measu-

ring the risk that can not be eliminated by diversification. Non-systematic risk

car. be eliminated by diversification.
Summarizing, the important implications of the above model are:

l. risk averting investors expect more return by increasing risk, so the expec-

ted risk premium is positive,

2. R. is the only risk measure on the capital market,
i

3. the expected return of an investment is a linear function of systematic ris}~.

The characteristics of the rlarket-clearing or equilibrium set of prices ar~e as

follows. Given that there is complete agreement among investors with respect to

the joint distribution of future security returns, when the market auctioneer

calls out a tentative set of security prices and a tentative risk-free rate,

there is a tangency portfolio like m in Figu.re 3 that all investors try to com-

bine with f. Some investors want to combine the tangency portfolio with borro-

wing at the tentative risk-free rate, while others want to combine it witl~ len-
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dir~g. A ~naJ~k~~t, cquiliLriuni requires a market-clearing set of prices; that i:,, ~.

market equil~briwu requires that investors demand all securities and demand

them in the propr~rtions in which they are outstanding in the market. The market-

clearin~ condition raeans that a market equilibrium is not att.ained until the ene

tangency portfolio that all investors try to combine with risk-free borrowirrg

or lending is a portfolio of all the positive variance securities in the market

where each secuxity is weighted by the ratio of the total market value of all

its outstanding units to the rbotal market value of all outstanding units of all

securities. In short market equilibTium is not reached until the tangency port-

folio m is the value weighted version of the market portfolio. So a market equi-

librium means a set of prices and a value of rf that clears the borrowing-len-

dirr~; market and has aggregate investor demands for securities equal to outstarr-

ding supplies, requires that the tangency portfolio is the value-weighted version

of the market portfolio.
A gr~eat a.dvantage of the resul in equation (1.4.1.10) is that the mar-

ket equilibrium prices (or expected returns) are solely a function of potc~r.-

tirr.lly measuraL~le market parameters. Thus the model is potentially testabl~.
An import.ant generalization of the formula for the equilibriurn experc-

ted return on the i'th security is developed by Jensen [171. After some manu-

pilations Jensen shows that to a close approximation the equilibrium expected

return on the i~th security is given by

(1.4.1.13) ur ~ rf(1-~i) } Si pmi

where pm is the return on the market portfolio.
Equation ( 1.4.1.13) gives an expression for the expected retur:r on ~ecurity ~

coriditional on the ex post realization of the return on the market portfolio.
The result of the capital asset pricinb model in equation ( 1.4.1.12) provides
only an expressio:i for the expected return on the i'th security conditional
on the ex ante expectation of the return on the market portfolio. ~o, Jensen
has shown that orie can explicitly use the observed realization of the return
on the market portfolio without worrying about using it as a proxy for the
expected return.
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In empirial studies (Sharpe [ 33] , Blume [ 3] ) one uses the model

(1.4.1.14) r - a. t p~ ~
-t,l 1 Ql -L,IIl } ~,1,

1- 1,...,Q, t- 1,2,..

wh~~re,
r, is the return ori asset i for period t,
-t,i

is the retur n on the market portfolio for period t,
Pt,m

lzt~i is the residual term for secuxity i for period t,

and ai C (1-Qi)rf.

So, a. is unconstrained to an equilibrium value.
i

Black, Jensen and Scholes [2] in a recent study present time series analysis

tests of the capital asset pric.~ng model.

TYiey argue that if the market model which is based on the capital asset pricirig

model, is valid, the returns on securities will be generated by

(1.4.1.15) ~~i - (1-Qi)rt~f } Qi p.t~m t u~,i.

If we substr.act rt f from both sides of equation (1.4.1.15) and use primes to

denote differences~between the return on any asset and the risk-free rate of iri-

terest, we obtain

( 1. 4. 1. 16 )~, i- Qi f ,rn } ut i, Pt ,

The model can be tested by running a time series regression given by (1.4.1.16)

but allowing a constant term a. to enter:i

(1.4.1.17) ~ i- ai } si pt m} ut i', , ,

Black, Jensen and Scholes apply tests to ten portfolios which contain all sF~curi-

ties on the Pdew York Stock Exchange in the period 1931-1965. The results indicate
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that the a's are non-zero and are directly related to the risk level (3: Lhat,

high-beta (S ~ 1) assets tend to have negative a's, and that low-beta ((~ ~ i)

ct,ocks t,end to have positive a's. Thus the high-risk securities earnE~d less on t.hf~

average over ttie period considered than the amount predicted by the tr~,.di-

tional form of the asset pricing model. !~t the same tinre, the low-risk sF~cu-

rities earned more than the amount predicted by the model. Further the risk

parameters, Qi, are fairly stationary through time but there is an indication th-.~t

the a's are not.
This evidence seems to indicate that the capital asset pricing model in its

most simple form does not provide an adequate description of the process ge-

nerating returns.

1.~.2. The two-factor capital asset pricing model

The principal conclusions of the capital asset pricing model previously dev~.l~?-

ped are as follows:
a. In E~quilibrium every investor should be expected to hoid a combir~~atiuu ~,l' l}~.~~

riskless asset and the market portfolio. Such combinations of assets dominatr~

any other alternatives in the sense that they are subject to less risk for the

same level of expected return.
b. In equilibrium the expected return on each stock in excess of the risk-free

rate is related only to its beta. 'iat?'.ematically, the rel-ationship for any

stock can be discribed by equation (1.4.1.12).

The first conclusion has a normative character, because it describes how a ratio-

nal investor should beYrave.
The second conclusion is of a descriptive nature, it predicts how an equilihri~un

relation would appear if the assumptions of the model are fulfilled.

The principal conclusion of the study of Black, Jenaen and Scholes [2] is that

while the relationship between expected excess return of a stock or portfoli~~ ~ncl

its systematic risk is linear, it is not directly proportional.
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The drlta indicate that the expected return on a security can be re~,r,~se,i,t,~~i

by a model of the form

(1.4.~.1) Ur - rf - d f Ri{u -rf d} - d(1-Ri) } f~i{~in -rf}
1 pm ~ nr

w:iere d is a positive quantity,
If the excess rates of return on an asset are regressed against the market ëx-

cess rates of return

(1.4.2.2) r' - a. f s. ' t u
-t , i i i Pt , m --t , i. '

ttien the estimate of S. is an estimate of the systernatíc risk, and the regres-
i

sion coefficient a. can be called the abnormal return, which is the additional
i .

rate of return left after the stock's rate of return is adjusted for its sy-

stematic risk by subtracting the factor R1 pt~m from the total excess r.eturn.

The simple capital a,sset pricing model says that there should be no exp~,ctc~d

ahnormal returns, or ~x. - 0.i
However in reality we observe that ai - d(1-Si), where c~ is a positive quanti-

ty.
So the actual behavior of capital markets siffers in an important aspect from

wnat it should be by the simple efficient market model. The assumption in that

model that each investor is able to borrow without lirnitation at a rate equal

to the rate on the riskless asset, does not correspond to actual behavior.

Generally, borrowers pay more than the risk-free rate rf. The question theri

arises as to zrhether removing this unrealistic assumption of unlimited borro-

wing at the risk-free rate would produce a model that is in better argument

with the empirical data.

As ~orrowing or lending is also never completely risk-free, Black [1) has d.e-

monstrated that one can obtain an equilibrium rela~ionship for all assets in a

market where no risk-free asset or borrowing or lending opportunities exist
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( buL Ltrc~r~~ ar'e no restr~ictions on short,se.llin~;~ )).

lle was able to show t,hat in equilibriurn the c:xpectecl ret,urn on an r~.sset wi l l h~~

given by

(1.4.2.3) ur - u (1-Ri) f Ri u
i pz pm

where U is the expected return on the socalled "zero-beta" factor, since the
pz

return on this factor has zero covariance with the return on the market factor,
p. TYie relation in (1.4.a.3) is often called the two-factor model.
m

So Black has shown that in equilibriurr, every investor holds a linear combirra.tio:,

of two basic portfolios, and one of these two portfolios can be taken to be the

rnarket portfolio m, and the other portfolio is one whose returns have zero co-

variance wittr the rnarket portfolio.
In add-it,ion it can be shown that this portfolio is, of all possible zero-varian-

ce. portfolios, the one with minimum variance. T}ie reason for this separation pro-

perty is that, given no constraints on shortselling, the entire efficient set of

portfolios can be generated by a linear combination of these two portfol-ios (see
Figur~~ 4). Specifically the returns on different efficient portfolios P can bec
obtairrd by varying x in

Pc - x p t (1-x)p .z `~rr

With x- 1.0 we get z, while with x- 0.0 we get m. Portfolios between z ar~d m

'~) Th~ mechanics oF shortselling are as follows. To s}~ortsell the shar~~..
firm a, the investor borrows the shares from someone who owns thern at, t.irrf. 1,
agreeing to return the shares at time 2 along with any dividends paid at
time 2. Upon borrowing the shares, the investor immediately sells thern in
the market and uses the proceeds from the sale to increase his investrnerit
in b. At time 2 the investor pays his debt to the lender of the shares of
firm a by selling his holdings in b and using the proceeds to purc}lase the
shares of a which are to be returned to the lender. When the investor bor-
rows the shares of fi'rm a and sells them in the market at time 1, he is
said to have a"short" position in the snares. HE: "covers" his short posi-
tion tahen he comes back and purc~:ases shares of a at time 2 and returns
them to the lender. In contrast, an investor who owns the shares of firm a
has a"long" position in the shares.
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have 0~ x ~ 1, that is, positive fractions oi portfolio funds are invested ii~

both z and m. Points above m on the curve involve shortselling of z, that is,

x ~ 0.0.

~7
pr-~

t

Figure 4: Equilibrium portfolio choice in the absence of risk-free borrowirig
or lending.

Al1 portfolios in the range a m c are efficient in the Markowitz sense. Tdow

each investor maximizes his utility by purchasing that combination of z and m

at which his preference curve between expected return and standard deviation

is just tangent to the efficient set.
Summarizing we can say that the expected rate of return on a security is still

a linear function of the systematic risk factor S., and ~hat the zero beta port-i
folio has taken on the role previously played by the risk-free asset f.
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131u~~1c, J~~ns~,n a~id Suholes [ ~[ found by time serie.~ anr~.lysis tests thal, r.~ me~cic~.l

that ex}~resses the return on a security as a linear ïunction oY the market fac-

tur, pm (with a coefficient of Si) and a second factor, pZ (with a coefficient

1-Bi) is a fairly accurate description of the process generating security re-

turns.
The regression model they used was

'1}) ~~i - ~,z(}-Si) } Pt,m Ri } ut,i

1.4.3. Further extensions of the capital asset pricing rr~odel

:~ number of authors have expanded the simple c~ipit~~.l ~~ssc~~t l~~ricing rnc~dt~.L by

relaxing some of its underlying assumptions.

Vasicek [38] dealt with the case when the riskless asset is available for in-

vestment, but investors can not borrow at the risk-free rate. He has demon:,tra-

tedó) that the equilibrium risk-return relationship for individual risky secu-

rities corresponds to that given by (1,4.2.3).

Brennan [4] derives equilibrium conditions when investors are faced with dif-

ferential borrowing and lending rates.
ae considers the cases: (1) all investors can borrow at. a riskle~s r~~LF, r~~ndb
lend at a riskless rate rR, where rb~ r~ and (2) each investor, i, is faced

with different. riskless borrowing and lending rates, where rb ~ rQ .
i i

In both cases, Brennan iinds that the relationship between expected return c~nd

risk remains linear. The only difference in the rnarket equilibrium conc}~tion

in going from equal borrowing and lending rates Lo diffc~rential ratF~s is that

the irrtercept of the capital market line is shifted.
Mayers [281 has studied the situtation when the assumption that all asser,s are

marketable and there are no transaction costs is violated.
This is of importance, because most investors also hold nonmarketable claims on

future income (labor income, social security payments, etc.) and they cannot

sell these claiins in current markets. In additiori there are many physical assets,

6) For an excellent. exposition of Vasicek's results we refer to Jensen [18).
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such as real estate~, 1'c~r which transaction costs are relatively larg,F:. ]fe cr~n:,~-

ders marketable and nonma.rketable assets, which means that, although all inves-

tors have the same opportunity set of marketable assets, two investors holding

identical portfolios of marketable assets could have different probability dis-

tr~butions on total wealth. Mayers shows that the structure of asset returns gi-

ven the existence of non-marketeble assets is iden;;ical to that we could o!tair

if all assets were actually marketable.
Further he demonstrates that the nature of the results remains unchanged wi::~r~

there is no riskless borrowing or lending.
Brennan7) demonstrates under the assumptions of the simple capit al as-

set pricing model. thut the equilibrium price of an asset still can be expressed
as a linear function of its systematic risk ~i even when invr'stors are f~~,cf,~i

w~th differential tax rates on dividend and capital gains if dividend receij~t,:;

arc: perfectly certain.
The introduction oi' diiferential taxes on capital gaines and dividends only cYrar~-
ges the intercept of the equilibrium risk-return relationship and introduces a

new variable, the dividend yield on the rn;:rket portfolio.
Brennan concludes that his model fits the observed data l~etter than does the
simple model.
Lintner [25] has relaxed the assumption of complete agreement among investors
with respect to the joint distribution of securities and shown that in t,he spe-
cial case in which all investors'preference functions can be presented as

i
- ~ ~r ) - ai ar ~

the structure of equilibrilun prices is in many ways sirnilar to that of the sinlpl~~

model.

7) The results can be found in Jensen [ 1 8] .
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4 1.5. Portfolio analysis with simplified models

~ 1.5.1. Introduction

The approach of selecting a portfolio of securities on the basis

of the expected return and variance was introduced by Markowitz. If accurate

fb recasts about future expeeted returns for each securit;~, the uaxiance of the

returns for each security, and the correlation of returns between each pair

of securities could be obtained, then Markowitz's model, employing quadratic

programming, would produce efficient portfolios. The problem lies in obtaining

accurate forecasts (using probably also subjective information) of the three

types of inputs. Forecasting the complete future correlation matrix of stock

returns is not an ea,sy task, and therefore several authors have tried to see

-i.f the one- or two-factor capital asset pricing models in section 1.4. could

be used in f'orecasting the future correlations (the advantage is a considerable

reduction in correlations).
Sharpe [33] proposed the so called "diagonal model" or "single index

model", suggesting that the covariance between the returns on any pair of

securities is due only to the dependence of eacYi return on the same market

por-tfolio or "market index" as it is also called in the literature.8)

The basic feature of the diagonal model is a simplified derivation of the

covariances between the stock market returns.Shaxpe postulates that the

return of each security depends linearly on the return of' the market port-

folio. We shall study Sharpe's diagonal model in more detail now.

8) Smith [35] and Schreiner [32] have shown that on the basis of the relative
agreement of derived covariances with corresponding true covariances, seve-
ral stock market indexes are strongly preferred over several other econo-
mic indexE:s. This is also in accordance with the theory of equilibri.um
models in the preceding sections.
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~ 1.5.2. Portfolio selection using the one-factor capital asset pricing model

(Sharpe's single index model}

Sharpe [33] has developed a simplified method of solving for the

efficient set of portfolios under the assumption of a regression structure,

which is in fa.ct based on the ideas of section 1.4.1.

We can write Sharpe's model as:

r - a. f(1.5.2.1) t u ~-t,i i i Et,m Jt,i i - 1,...,Q ; t - 1,2,...

where r~ i is the rate of return on security i for period t, p~ m is the

correspor~ding return on a market portfolio m, ai and Si are parameters that

can vary from security to security, and u is a disturbance term assumed to-t,i
have the following properties:

(1.5.2

Further we assume that the return of the market factor satisfies the relat~or.:

( 1 .5.2.3) p~~m - aRf1 } ut,R,f1

where
~(ut, ~}1) - 0 for all t,

( 1 .5.2.'~ ) ~(u u )
-t,, R,f 1 ~t' , ~,t 1

kfl'
t' - t

t' ~ t
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~('at,~,ft ut,i) ~ 0 9), for all t and i - 1,...,R,.

The expected return of security i at time t is

(1.5.~.5) ~(~ i) - ai t Si akf1'~

and the covariance of the return between security i and j is

cov(~,i ' ~,j ) -C.,[ (~,i -~,(~~i) )(~,j -~(~,j ) )1 -

`S2 Q2 t cr2 , i- j~
( 1. 5. 2.6 )

i uQf 1 ui

~. ~- Q21 ~ uRt1

Under the above assumptions the portfolio return at time t is

Q Q
(1.5.2.'~) E x.(a t S. t u )- E x.(a. t u ) f

~- i-1 1 i 1~t,m -t,i i-1 i i -~t,i

Q
{ E x. s.li i ~t,m'i-1

The contribution of Sharpe is now that under the above assumptions and l~~y
introducing a dummy security, the covariance matrix of the portfolio is a
diagonal matrix.
The (Qf1)st durruny security will be defined by the following relation

Q

xQf1 -- E xi ~i~
i-1

9) Because the market portfolio return ïs some linear combination of security
returns, the assumption that p~~m is uncorrelated with u~~i can not ho].d,

since pt~m contains ut~i. For a discussion the reader is referred to
Jensen [17] who indicates that the resulting bias is extremely small.
See a].so the results we have found further on in this section.



so th~zt ( 1.'.~ . ~' .7 ) i:~, now

Qf 1
Pt - E xi(ai f ut i).

i-1 '

The expected value and variance of the portfolio return at time t are

Qf1
~(pt) - E ai xi

i-1

Qf 1
Var(p~) - E x2 Q2 , since~(u}'u )- 0,

i u. `s~~,ji-1 i
for all i~ j and t- 1,2,...

Lri matrix notation Var(p~) can be written as X~ E~ X~, where

x~ :- (xi,...,xQ~xRfi) and E~ is a(Qfi) x(Qt~)

diagonal mctitrix.

However, the parameters to determine ~(pt) and Var(~) ar~~ not known. Wc~

shall now try to say something about the estimation problem, about which not

i~~uch is said in the literature.
WP shall first try to study the asymptotic properties of the ordinary le~.st

squares estimators in the regression model, assuming that we Yiave available

n observations of each variable.

The regression model is for the i'th security

(1.5.2.8) Ri - JC yi

where

u.,
-1

i - 1,.. ,Q

R. - (r ,...,r )', Y. - (a.,s.)', u. - (u ,...~u -)~~-1 -l,i n,i i i i -i -l,i n,i

~ pl,m
,íY - . :

11 p~ ,m
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The residual:; are assumed to have the following properties:

(a) ~(ut~i) - 0, i- 1;...,R , t- 1,2,...

(b) u1 i' u2 i'" ~ are independently and identically distributed
for every~i - 1 , . . . ,JZ, with 'g(u~ i) - au. '

' 1

(c) ut~i and u~~~j (i ~ j) are independent for every t and t'.

Now let v. be the total value of all units of the j'th securit,y outstanding.
J

Then

v.
(1.5.2.9) wj - ~.Q

E vk
k-1

is the fraction of the j'th security in the market portfolio.
The returns on the market portfolio pm are given for period t by

Q
(1.5.2.10) Pt m- ~ wi r-t i' i-1 '

7'he ordinar,y least squares estimator is now

( 1 . 5.2. 11 ) Y; - (~,~x)-1x~R;

1
- Yi } ~x,')(,)- ,~,'ui .

Evaluating its probability limit, we find

z~ -1 x~ui
(1.5.1.12)plim Y- - Y- } p lim {(~) } ,

i 1 n nn Nn n-~
1 ' Y ' u .

,~ I~ 1 ~ -1When p lim ( n )- and p lim ( n) exist, then(1.5.1.12) is equ~3l t~
n--~ n-~

z'~ 1 .~ ui(1.5.2.13) p lim Y . - Y. f p lim (-)- p lim ( ).n~ i i n~ n n~ n
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N~~w

I r~ ~,

j L ~t, m,
n

! t-1 '
n - n

~
(k x)-1 -~

~

E (p,t ~m - p~)2~n E (p~ ~m-p~)2~n
t-1 t-1

z~u.-~
p 1-im (~ ) .

n

- n
E (pt~mPm)2~n

~ t-1

so that p lim
n;~

1
n
E (pt m - pm)2~n

t-1 '

z,Z -1 when Var(pm) exists.('ri ) exists,

W~ sha11 now evaluate
f' i r.. t.

lim
n-~

0

lim
n-~

Next

p lim
n--~

p lim
n-~~

n~

Pm

1

~~ Ip
~ u. ji( )

i~
n
E

t-1

lim
n-~

lim
n-~

pt,m ut,i
n

n
E

t-1
la

l; , i.

n

n

t~1 ~'m ut'1
n

l~
n
E pt u

(t-1 'm Jt,i) - p
n

wi rt,i ut,i

n

lim
n~

`

w. r
J ~ ~J

n

ut,i
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W~~ .,liri.l I.~,I,rLrl: hy ~~vril u,i.f, iii~r Lh~~ f i i~~t, l,c~rrn

i i u.
~: F, w . r u

t -1 1 J -t , j --t , :i
J-

?~~p 1 im (
n~ n-~

n R R
E E wj Bj( E wk it~k) ut~i

t-1 j-1 k-1
i~p lim (

n-~
n

n R
~ F, w . u u

t-1 j-1 J t'J ~'1

p lim ( i~-~

n~~~
n

) t

'I'h~~ p Lim's 11~r t.h~~ f'tr:;Y, an~i third terrn a.re zero, u.n~i t'c~r t,ric :~c~run~l i,~ rm

we cn,n procee,~i as fullow:,.
R

As rt ~k - ak f Sk h5;1 wh rt ~h f i~ ~k, we get

Q
w1 rt~1 - wlal f w1~1 hEl wh rt~h f w1 ut,1

and multiplying by wjsj ut~i delivers

Q
wjsj ,~l rt,1 ut,i - wjsjw~al ut~i f wjsjwlsl ( E wh

11;,h)ut,,ih-1
f wjQjwl ut~1 ut,i .

So
n 10)E wjsjwl rt,1 ut,i

(1.5.2.1~t) p lim (t-1 n )- Qu V(13) , 1~ i.
n-~ i Q

10) Recall that since wj is the ratio of the value of the j'th securit,y to the

total value of all securities, it must on the average be on the order of' Q,
where 2 is the total number of distinct securities in the market. Since
there are more than 1,000 securities on the New York Stock Exchange alone,
wj will be much smaller than 1000 on the average. F1lrther [17] gives reasons
why sj should have a value in the neighbourhood of one, so it can be neFT-
lected concerning the other terms.

n 2
~; ~ w. a. u

J J t,i
)-p lim (t-1 j-1 n ) }
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I~'ur Lli~ i' 1.1~ Lc~rrn w~~ ~~~~L

So

roj(ijmi rt~ii~~i -arjGij{wi(ixit(~i ~t,m f ut,il ut,i

- wjt3Wiai ut,i t~jsjRi p,t,m ut,i }~j6jwi ut,i'

n-~

n
t~l w~s~~i rt i ut i 2 ~~ 1

p lim ( n ~ ')- ou V(2),
i k

and summing over all j we get

( l.'i.~'.15)

n Q Q
E E wjRj( E wk rt,k)ut,it-1 j-1 k-1

p lim ( ~~~ )-o ~~ ) .n ta . Y
n-~.~ i

We shall now evaluate the following term
n
~ ~i rt,i ut,i

Hence, we car~ conclude that

p lim
n-~

n n
~~iai ut i ~~isi Pt m ut i

p lim (t-1 n ')~ p lim (t-1 u' ~) f
n-~ n-~

n 2
E ur . u

p lim (t-1 1~'1 )- ac ~( ~) f Q2 Vl 1) - o` V( 1
n~ n ui Q2 ui R, ui ~,

p lim Yi - Yi f p lim
n-~ n-~

n

~ -1 ~
-) ,d ~

n au. V (R)
i

~~nd so
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z.'x -1 ~, 1
( 1 .5.~'. li,) p lim ~~ - ~~i f p 1.im (~n )2? {ou. ~( Q ) }

n -~ n-~ ~ i

c7 `

- ai f 21 U(~), and
6
Pm

x-~z -1 2 ,Q~( 1 ) }
(1.5.2.17) p lim ái - ai f p lim (~n )12 {ou.V R

n~ - n-~ i

- ui - 2
Q
pm

As the factor analytic results of King [21] imply that the market factor
accounts .for approximately 50 per cent of the variahility of' individu~~l
security returns, this means that o2 is roughly the same order of magnitudeu.i

as c~2 . For this reason and as(~(Q) is on the avera.ge less than 1000, the
pm

inconsistency of ái arid Si will be very small.

Consider the least squares residuals

u. - R. - Y. X. - ZY. f u. - Y.X - u. f(ZY. --i i i.- 1 -i i -i ~ i

Thus

u~ u. u! u. u!(zY. - zY. )-~ -~ -~ -~ -~ ~ ~
(1.5.2.18) p lim ( n)- p lim { n } n }n-~ n-~

(Yi-Yi)',~;ui (Yi-Yi)'(X,',Z)(Yi-yi)
f }

n n

~(~) 62ui~l).

u! u. u'. x(Y~ - Y-)
- p lim (-l n 1) t p lim ( -1 . n i-) }

n-~ n-~
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n
(Yi-Yi)~Z~ui}~ lim ( ) t p lim

n ~x~ n Yai
n

u~z
- Q2 f p lim (-1..) p lim (Yi-yi) t p lim (Yi-yi)~k

u. n1 n-~ n-~ n~

p lim (' -i) ~ p lim (Yi-Yi) p lim ('n-) p lim (Yi-yi)
n-~~ n n-~ n-~~ n~

X; u ' ~-~JG

So whf~n the sample size is large and there are many securities taken into

consideration to form a market portfolio, and

ar~: satisfied, then the OLS-estimators ai' ai

consistent. Assuming that it is also possible
~ ~

when the other assumpt.ior,:,
,. ,,

and 6`- are approximately~.i
to find consistent estimators

au and aRt~ for au and aQ}~, then the approximate consistent estimators
Qtl - Qfl

for ~(p~) and Var(p~), which

(~.5.2.~9){
t i-1

are denoted as u and o2 , are as follows:
~t ~t

Q
~,i xi t{ E xi ~} aQf 1

i-1

Q Q
a~ - E x. 02 f{ E x. S.} 02 ~
~t i-1 1~i i-1 1 1 uQt 1

and thcy ~~an be used to determine efficient portfolio's.

The diagonal model of R securities requires 3Qf2 items of input data, namel,y

3k for ai, si, and ou , and 2 for aQ}~ and au .
1 Qt1

Schreiner [32] has used a diagonal model formulation, following the solut,ic~,a

technique of Sharpe with some refinements for the computation of the cor.,T~c~-

sitioil of portfolio's along the efficient frontier.
Wallingford [39] also used the diagonal model to find efficient F~ortí'olio's.

Ir~ a recent simulation study Frankfurter, Ph:~llips and Seagle [14] show that

( Yi-yi ) ' (X,'Z.) ( Y 1-y~ )
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the Sharpe approach in this section outperforms the standard T4arkowitz
approach as described in section 1.3 in its ability to di-scriminate against
inefficient portfolio's and to select efficient ones, especially for short
data histories. This can perhaps be explained as follows. In the Markowitz
approach the entire variance-covariance matrix must be e.stimated. The statis-
tical properties of the estimated variances-covariances are not so good when
the sample síze is small (see e.g. Kendall, Vol. 3, [~~]).
So it is not suprising that the Markowitz approach behaves errati~all,y whc~r~
para.rnet,er estimations depend on short series lengths.

1.5.3. Extensions of Sharpe's single index model

Portfolio analysis using multi-index models is suggested by Cohen and
Pogue [ 6] , Elton and Gruber [ 7] and Farrell [ 12] .
The advantage of a multi-index model over a full analysis of all relations
lies also in a simplified formula for portfolio selection. The multi-index
models can provide substantial reduction in parameter estimation.

Cohen and Pogue [6 ] attempted to see if introducing industry
effects onto the market model of Sharpe coul.d improve portfolio performance.
Sharpe assumed that the interrelationships between de price or return movc~-
ments of stocks could be expressed in terms of their movement with an index
of general stock price or return movement. Cohen and Pogue added a second
influence - the movements of stocks with their respective industrial averagc:.
In order to test this assumption, Coherr and Pogue employed two models.
In the first. model tYiey assumed that the returns of a security are related to its in~
dustry-index, and they allowed the industry indexes to be correlated.In the second
model they also assumed the returns of a security to be related to its iridus-
try index, but the industry indexes were on their turn related to a gerieral
market index.
TYie results suggested that the Sharpe model as described in section 1.5.~'.
performed nearly as well ( the efficient boundaries were close together in thc,
up-op space) as the more costly Markowitz approach. Moreover the mul.ti-index
models did not outperform Sharpe's single index model.
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Elton and Gruber [7]questioned the use of industri.al classification as ~.
method of holding certain variables constant. They state that in finance,
the most common variable researchers desire to hold constant is
business risk. They proposed a clustering procedure in order to form different
homogeneous groups with constant business risk. For example, in seeking a group
of firms which are homogeneous with respect to business risk, one can use
as grouping variable: the amount of variation in past earnings.
According to Elton and Gruber this, rather than industrial c]assification,
should be the basis of grouping. They also proposed other financial crit.eria
with respect to which one wants to form homogeneous groups.

However the multi-index approach of Elton and Gruber and Farrell has the
following drawbacks for portfolio selection:
a) In a recent article Elton and Gruber [8] themselves examined how well a

single index model and three versions of a multi-index model actually
forecast future correlation matrices. First of all they found that the
market model produced better forecasts of future correlation matrices then
the full historical correlation matrix. Further, the market model outper-
formed also the multi-index models on a 1- and 5-year ahead forecast basis.
So, although the multi-index models used by Elton and Gruber are different
from those of Cohen and Pogue, the results are similar.
In both cases it ís found that a market model outperforms multi-index mo-
dels.

b) The clustering procedures as suggested by Elton and Gruber to find homo-
geneous groups is complicated.

An other extension of the simple market model of Sharpe for port-
folio selection is the earlier described two-factor model. In section 1.4.2.
it is demonstrated that the two-factor model is characterised by

rt i-~ 1-Si ) p,t z} Si ~t m} ut i~ ~ ~ ~

where is the return of the zero beta factor for period t, and the~,z ~t,,m
return of the market factor for the same period .
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Itlru~k, J~,n.:~~n and Sc~hol~~.:, ~ í'~ tia.vi~ cic~riv~~d a minirnurn vcr.rir~n~~r~, unhi1i:,~~~i I iri~~r~r
r~sLim~-itor ol' the returrrs on the beta ff~ctor under i,he assurnptions ol' inrl~~rEr~~n-
dence of the residuals and equality of their variances, When these assump-
tions are not valid - and there is a reason to believe they are not - more
complicated procedures are necessary to obtain minimum-variance estimators.
In order to fully utilize the properties of the two factor model in portt'oli~.;
evaluatiori (see Jenseri[19]), it will first be necessary to have minimum
variance unbiased estimators of the time series of returns on the beta-factor.
However, this problem will not be worked out here.

A promising two factor model, where the inter-country influence is
also taken into account, is for a security i from country j of the f'ollowing
form

r - a. f S f Y. f u
-t,i,j i i Pt,m,w i P-t,m,j ~t,i'

wh~~rc~ ~Y. ,(~. tZnd y. nrr stt~.ble parrLmetrr:; spc~cifin to sc~~~uri.l,y i n.tici L ir
i i i t,,in,w

l,li~~ r~~t,urn wi tlr~~ w~~rl~í mt~rket pori,t'ul io anci p~ th~r r~~i,~,r~i r~n !,I~~~ rnu.rk~~l,
~m~J

porti'olio of courrtry j. Lessard [ Ir0] shows that the abovc moaer.L mi~,}i t, b~~ ~~1'

interest for portfolio selection.

1.6. Concluding remarkG

In the preceding sections we have seen that the return on the market
portfolio is important in using the one factor capital asset pricing model
for portfolio selection. In the coming chapters we try to define and test seve-
ral hypotheses concerning the dependence structure in the returna on tYie market
portfolio itself or with other economic variables.
This possible informatior, might then be used in the portfolio selection problc,rn.
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